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Whip happy jockeys are a dime a dozen!  

I know it's hard for some apprentices, and  

even jockeys for that matter, to get their head  

around feeling like they aren't doing enough  

on their mounts once they enter the straight  

and head towards the winning post.  

 

The adrenaline starts flowing into the  

bloodstream, the dollar signs start flickering  

through the brain and grow larger with every  

stride, the excitement of winning starts to  

make the hair stand up on the back of their  

neck. It seems natural to race for the whip  

and make the horse go faster; after all we are  

"racing" right? Well no, nothing could be  

further from the truth! 

 

Let me remind you a horse will have all their  

body weight on just one leg part way through  

each stride when galloping. Any unnecessary  

movement from the rider on top, put simply,  

takes away its ability to run as fast as it can.  

 

Do this exercise and you will soon see:  

Have a friend stand on one leg in front of  

you. Now stand to the side of them and,  

with your finger, apply pressure to your  

friend's shoulder and gently and gradually  

push him/her to the side. See for yourself  

just how little pressure it takes to put your 

friend off balance.....surprised?  

Less is more.  

A jockey needs to be in perfect sync with  

their mounts. When riding a horse out in the  

straight a rider needs to remember to "go  

through their gears" ie: a click or growl along  

first, followed by hands and heels, urging  

their horse forward with a slap down the  

shoulder before even thinking about getting 

the whip out. A rider should then get their  

hold (remember, "no hold ... no whip) and  

give them one backhand if needed.  

Depending on how the horse responds,  

this will give the rider an indication what is  

needed with the whip in the run to the line.  

If the horse doesn't surge when encouraged  

with the whip then it is obviously running  

as fast as it can, which should indicate to  

the rider that quite possibly only hands and  

heels is needed.  

 

A rider also needs to keep in mind that  

the betting public expect to see you trying  

to get the best out of their mounts, keeping  

in mind that "whipping them to the line isn't  

generally the best option of making your  

mount finish closer". A rider needs to be  

seen to be doing their best]  

 

As an apprentice gains more experience  

with riding horses out to the line, they  

should endeavour to use their body weight  

to create momentum rather than rely fully  

on the whip.    

 

As we all know, there are now strict  

regulations enforced regarding whip use,  

and rightly so and these need to be adhered  

to at all times.  

Now imagine how a 500kg horse feels,  

running at approximately 60km, carrying  

54kg or more of weight and then throw on  

a monkey, oh sorry ... jockey, (a real jockey  

doesn't bounce all over them) to jump up  

and down and wail away with the whip. What  

happens? I'll tell you ... the horse's ability  

to run as true and as fast as it can is stifled.  

They are put off balance and their stride is  

shortened, it's probably unnoticeable to a lot  

of riders but it's very noticeable to the horse.  

 

I understand there is pressure from  

trainers who encourage riders to "get up  

them" or "throw everything at them" and if  

you don't, they feel as though you can't do  

enough on them. I hope trainers read this  

month's message too.  


